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 7/31/2017 7:47:00 PM - sarveenshah8979 [9] :: Project Management :: DgLtd This is an RC version of the 32-bit PTBR project management application. I ported the application to use Visual C++ 2008 Express Edition. The application is just a modified version of the 32-bit ProgeTrack and it works well on my computer (Pentium G620 1.8 GHz, 4 GB RAM, Windows 7 Ultimate). I just changed the
compile option to enable both 32 and 64 bit applications and changed the Main entry point. Some of the functionalities are not available yet, e.g., running under a service, creating start menu shortcuts and so on. Please test it and give your feedback.Q: Weird question when I run a benchmark of a small c program When I run a benchmark of a small c program, it seems to always give a value of 0 or a
big value. I didn't run a for loop or something, just compiled a c file, then run a benchmark of it. I used CMP for the benchmark. Here is the code: #include int main(int argc, char *argv[]) { printf("%d", argc); return 0; } Here is the benchmark: me@MeEnv/home/me$ gcc -Wall -O0 -o test test.c me@MeEnv/home/me$ time./test 0 real 0m0.000s user 0m0.000s sys 0m0.000s me@MeEnv/home/me$
Is there anything wrong with my test? A: According to your gcc output: -O0 -o test test.c Then you run your benchmark like this: ./test This starts a new process, so your previous process is still running. You only need to run the benchmark once, so add -c, to just compile the source code and not run the resulting program. gcc -Wall -O0 -o test -c test.c If you want to run the program, you need to add -c
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